


The VCA winter series of marathon races has recently

been completed and we are delighted to celebrate the 3rd

consecutive year in which Fairfield Canoe Club has won

the Interclub Marathon Trophy. This year in particular

other clubs have tried to ensure that we would not easily

win the trophy again. Dedication, versatility and commit-

ment from our paddlers have ensured success. But the

gentle cajoling and consistent coordination by Tony Payne

have meant that Fairfield Canoe Club was represented in

every race for club points in the series of 8 races - a

tremendous achievement, Tony. Congratulations to all
those who assisted during the season, including those who

so ably assisted our club to successfully conduct the 4th

race in the city in June.

Next marathon season we are again looking for your

involvement in both paddling and organisation. Already

there are plans for our 4th successive Marathon Trophy.

Also Fairfield Canoe Club will be conducting the

Victorian Marathon Championships next year over two

days - so we are again counting on our club members'

generous volunteer efforts to ensure a successful 1996

marathon season.

Congratulations also to those club members who partici-

pated in the 1995 Victorian Marathon Championships in
the city on the l6th and 17th September. Members partici-
pation and success were spread across many classes, ages,

boat classification and distances, ensuring Fairfield was

strongly represented.

Also soon upon us in October will be the Australian
Masters Games in Melbourne. Why not visit and support

fellow canoeists in Canoe Polo, Marathon, Sprint or

Slalom events and see some exciting participation? Many

club members aged over 30 are competing in one or more

disciplines. Other club members are assisting in the organ-

isation. Particular recognition of Kerryn Bonnet's ongoing

and active contribution as a member of the marathon

organising committee has been her appointment as Chief

Official of the two days of Marathon racing.
Congratulations, Kerryn, and we're sure club members

will be eager to assist you in any wav possible. And of
course, good luck to all the paddlers.

The diversity of canoeing means u u"., full program all

year for those interested in competition. With spring and

summer we have renewed interest in sprints, dragon boats,

more marathons and the Murray Marathon. Some club

members woul.Lalso like to €urange a club tour or two

over a weekend - maybe early in 1996. Other members are

becoming interested in completing courses in coaching or

related areas. Members have already a great range of skills

and knowledge to assist themselves and others to enjoy

their canoeing.

With so much activity in canoeing, your Directors are still

steadily moving forward in our club rooms and facilities.

Our revised plans for our car park are now with the Yarra

City Council. We hope to be starting work soon on the car

park and landscaping.This will then complete the works

required by the City of Yarra. Trials of using the upstairs

mezzanine area for changing facilities are underway. More

racks are due to be constructed. Working bees will be

arranged during the summer period to repair the second

half of our landing and to complete exciting landscaping

improvements. Comments from Club members are

assisting us to continue to monitor and improve the

upstairs facilities and their use.

The energy, vitality and contribution of our many club

members are ensuring that Fairfield Canoe Club is contin-

uing and extending the tradition it commenced in l9l9
when it was founded - to promote and foster canoeing.

Margaret Buck



SITUATION VACANT

FCC Race Director
Fairheld Canoe Club is looking for someone

to fill the position of Race Director. The

position requires a motivated person who

has access to a telephone and is willing to
convince, beg and cajole members into
racing at VCA races.

Be the race director that wins Fairfield's
record fourth VCA winter series trophy in
1996.

For further information contact

Margaret Buck on 9489 0556.

Get well, Zolil
As many of you are aware, our coach Zoltan
Szigeti has had surgery recently. Due to the

success of thdoperation, Zoli rs already home

and recuperating well.

On behalf of everybody at the

Fairfield Canoe Club I would like to wish

Zoh a very 'zippy' recovery and in his

absence we hope to see everybody continuing

to attend the squad on Sunday mornings.

Robin Payne

Obituary
It is with great sadness that we -

his friends at Fairheld Canoe

Club - bid Peter Williams
farewell. Peter passed away on

August 30 of this year.

Our deepest sympathy to his

family: his wife Gayle and his

daughters Peta-Lee, Jaye and

Sally.

To a great competitor and fond

memofles.

Joe Alia.



VCA race rules
On Sunday 20 August the VCA ran a full-day seminar

which enabled attendees to become accredited ACF

Level I officials. Dorothy James, Margaret Buck and

myself attended the course which involved studying

and discussing Victorian and ACF Marathon rules and

regulations and then completing an exam.
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and before the word 'Go' (or before the

': gun has been fired) they have made a false

start. An immediate time penalty of two minutes shall

be imposed on competitors making a false start or, if
the offending paddlers cannot be identified, the starter

shall recall the field.

Kerryn Bonnet
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level of the body of the foremost
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Congratulations to Kylie Podolakin on

her recent selection in the Victorian

Junior Development Squad for flatwater
paddling. This squad is for juniors in

both sprint and marathon canoeing.

Good luck with training, Kylie!

n
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Well, we've done it - Fairfield has managed to hold on to

the prestigious VCA Long-distance Club Championship

trophy for a record-equalling third year.

Final results were: Fairfield 232 points, Ivanhoe 202.5

points and Sherbrooke Knox 200.5 points.

You will have read of the highlights of each race in the

newsletter but there are some interesting facts compared to

last year's performance.

Of the 35 FCC paddlers who participated in the winter
series 20 earned points for the club. However the top 3

paddlers for 1994 (Marg Buck, Julie Perriam, Nick
Richards) earned a total of 124 points between them where

as this year the same 3 paddlers earned 58 points. What this

means is that this year the win did not rely on these 3 excel-

lent paddlers but instead involved the 'unknowns' earning

more of the points for the club (refer points table below).

The competition was a lot tougher this year with both

Ivanhoe and Sherbrooke really having a go at knocking us

off the top. Again we showed that by organising our team,

with paddlers prepared to swap around out of their usual

class, we can cover each points category. Often this is

enough and we don't have to win or do very well to get

enough points to stay in front. And as those who tried it this

year will testify, paddling with a different partner or in a

different type of boat can not only be fun but it can also

lead to real paddling improvement.

But what about next year? Can we do what has never been

done before and win for the 4th consecutive year? In my

view it will be the toughest year yet and we will have to

employ all our cunning and guile if we are to succeed. The

following are the stepsl think we need to take:

1. We need a volunteer to take over from me as race

director. The task is not too difficult, it simply requires a bit
of phoning around and plenty of positive encouragement to

cover all the sections. I'm sure with all club members trying
to help us break the record the task will be even easier than

it has been in the past.

2. It is likely that next year 5 of the 8 races will be in the

country so it is important we help each other out with

transport and accommodation to get a good turnout at

these venues. This year we had a great turnout to the first

race at Sale while the other strong clubs didn't so that

helped us jump out to an early lead. Some people have

found that they can make a weekend of it and spend some

enjoyable time exploring parts of Victoria that they often

just drive through.

3. We need all our paddlers next year to make a committed

effort. Last year the champions did well, this year the

unknowns got us through but next year we need the

champs to return, the unknowns to become knowns and all

the newcomers to give it a go!

4. Canoe paddlers - where are you? Why not join Bass

Wakim, Jon Colino and Pauls Moser and Kearney in re-

establishing Fairfield as the Number 1 club for canoeing in

Victoria. Jon Mayne and Kevin Hannington have made a

(triumphant) comeback and I'm sure would be only to

keen to offer advice to any newcomers. Remember we

can't win without the canoeists !

5. I have noticed a disturbing trend of recent years in that

many of our paddlers are going AWOL just when it
counts. A variety of excuses have been given but the

common one refers to going to the snow. Now come on

folks, up there it is cold, wet and miserable and if you

don't come back with a broken leg you will most certainly

have a throbbing hangover. And as all Europeans will tell
you, Australia is a desert and doesn't have any snow! So

don't plan any trips next year because I have it on good

authority that there will be no snow next year. And if you

are so foolish as to try your luck make it on weekends

when there are no kayak races.

So to finish off I'd like to thank all those who participated

this year and encourage all those who didn't to start

tralnrng now.

Tony Payne

1995 VCA marathon season: points earned by club members*
races points

il Grierson 1 39

ony Payne 8 38

ulie Perriam 5 34

in Payne 8 28

oe Alia 6 26

rian Troy 5 25

arg Buck 1 20

Bonnet 7 19

James 2 17

ichael Loftus-Hills 5 14

Stephen Beitz

Ted Campbell

Wayne Cook

Tim Semple

Hans Siebrand

John Golino

Bass Wakim

Paul Kearney

Nick Richards

Hilary Royston

races points

414
8 1l

39
2

1

I

2

I

2

-1

9

9

1

l
6

4

0

races (no points)

Tim Scott 3

Merin McDonald 2

Brendan Kenna 2

Tom Szigeti 1

Greg Jacobs I

John Mackley I

Christine Troy I

Jon'Mayne I

Kevin Hannington I
*Apologies to anyone missed.



Race 6 COBRAM July 16

A super-fast current on the Murray made for some

extremely fast paddling downstream, and some hard work

upstream. Ten FCC members hit the river with enthusiasm

and the results were tremendous. Newcomers (relatively)

Merin McDonald and Tim Scott picked up first place in the

TK2 Mixed and Robin Payne stamped her authority on

Division 5 with a good win. Also good to see our travelling

medico Christine Troy out on the river again.

Highlights
The undoubted highlight was Paul Kearney's fantastic
effort to complete the open Cl Class under very difficult
conditions. With training limited by regular travel to China

he had to face the torrid current in what must be one of the

hardest boats to paddle. On top of this, eyewitnesses

reported seeing several Division I Kl paddlers run him off
the river, clashing paddles with not so much as an excuse

me!

Race 7 MNHOE 6 August

Well although we thought the Murray at Cobram was fast,

it had nothing on the Yarra in flood. Fortunately the organ-

isers did the right thing and changed the course to avoid
any decapitations on the slalom wires at Darebin Creek.

There is some debate however as to the actual distances

paddled. The full course was from Ivanhoe to the sign at

Dights Falls and back twice, which by my calculations was

at least 2l km. Noifially this would have been OK but

under the conditions the race turned in to a really long
slog. The strong wind combined with the turbulence to

create some mighty standing waves, the result being plenty

of work for the SES crews.

Points Results

Paul Moser deserves a special mention for giving it a go:

not only was he rehabilitating a chipped elbow but he also

took a swim and at one stage was seen being driven back-

wards by the current. Other highlights: Joe Alia still
working on his Eskimo Roll technique. Overall: Fairfield

still in front but the gap closing to Sherbrooke-Knox and

Ivanhoe.

Race 8 SHEPPARTON 27 August

Down to the last race and the pressure was really on to
keep our points lead in the club championships. 14 FCC

paddlers turned out on a beautiful, almost-spring day to
battle the mighty Goulburn and over 100 other paddlers.

The river was higher than last year, hiding a few of the

notorious Goulburn snags and making the downstream

stages very quick.

Hightights

There were many highlights:
. John Mackley, in his first club race, testing his brand new

Kevlar TKl, caught the eskimo rolling bug - 3 times!!!
Maybe he had his mind on his forthcoming wedding. We

look forward to seeing him upright in 19961

.Tremendous first up performance by Hans Siebrand, 2nd

in Div 5. The talent scouts are predicting big things from
Hans in 1996.
.Greg Jacobs the self-confessed sprinter, doing what he

said he'd never do again and going in a marathon. Result,

not bad,3rd in Div 5. Prediction for 1996 is a steady

progression through the Divisions, perhaps even Div l.
.Joe Alia in 'Black Betty' overcoming the eskimo rolling
problem - by portaging then struggling across the line with
a bent rudder. 1996 prediction - paint your boat Joe, it's
bringing you bad luck!

Tony Payne

l+

Points Results

Points Results



If you've done the Red Cross Murray Marathon and are

looking for a new challenge, the South Australian Murray

200 is the event for you. Held on the Queen's Birthday

weekend in June, the race starts at Berri and finishes

208 km later in Morgan. Paddlers can also choose to do

the Murray 100 which starts approx. 30 km from the

finish line of the Murray 200 each day.

Wayne Cook and I took part in this year's Murray 200 in

aK2.The event doesn't attract large numbers - there

were 20 boats doing the 200 km and around 25 boats

doing the 100 km course - and this makes for a very.

relaxed and friendly atmosphere. The race is very profes-

sionally organised by the Marathon Canoe Club of South

Australia and they make all paddlers, especially those

from interstate, feel very welcome.

At the 6.30 a.m. briefing on the Saturday we were

surprised to see a few familiar faces from Melbourne:

Bill Robinson in his Booyak, Alan Opie in a TKl, Phil

Westley in a C1, Bill Johnson in a Cl and John Addison

in a sea kayak (he had obviously been warned about the

waves we were to encounter that day!). Also from

Victoria were Andrew Deller in a Kl, Damien Swaby

from Stawell and Lloyd Kennedy from Horsham in a K2,

who were kind enough to provide us with a ground crew;

and a full trailerload of boats from Mitta Mitta Canoe

Club. The voices ofthe race announcer and race starter

were also familiar: Gerry Brayne and David Rizzoli were

there doing the jobs they also do at the Red Cross Munay
Marathon.

Day I covers 76 km. 5 km into the paddle is the first

obstacle: two car ferries which run on cables across the

river. Paddlers must time passing these ferries carefully to

avoid getting caught on the cables or being run over - we

were warned at the briefing that these ferries don't stop

for anyone! 12 km later is Lock 4 which paddlers must

portage around (there is one portage each day). Getting

out onto the lovely grassy bank was easy, but on the other

side, climbing down a steep, narrow, rocky path while

carrying a K2 was fairly interesting!

We had blue skies and sunshine until we reached Loxton

but the conditions changed fairly dramatically after that.

We struggled away from the checkpoint against strong

winds and waves that crashed over the front of the K2,

although we soon came to some calm stretches that

offered a break from the wind and a chance to enjoy the

beautiful scenery.

We had been warned by other paddlers about a very long

straight near the end ofthe day that could get 'a bit

windy' and when we turned a corner we knew we were

there: l2 km of wide, open river with gale-force winds

roaring down it. The waves didn't crash over the front of
the boat here - they crashed over me! The race became a

survival test as wejust concentrated on staying upright

and slowly inched our way up the never-ending straight,

passing several paddlers who were clinging to the bank

and waiting for the safety boat to come and rescue them.

We were glad that SA law requires paddlers to wear life-
jackets as they provided protection against the cold wind
and a sense of security in the difficult conditions. At the

end of 'hell straight' was a wonderfully calm section of
flat water - pure bliss !

The strong wind of Day I took its toll and we woke the

next day feeling very stiff and sore. This disappeared after

a few km as we sat on the wash of the SA Vet Mens K2
team of Fred Lamprecht (president of the Marathon Canoe

Club of SA) and Roger Blum for 20 km until we reached

the portage. We finished the rest of the 69 km on our own,

again paddling down some very long windy straights

(though not as long and as windy as on the first day).

On Day 3 the conditions were close to perfect - hardly

any wind and lovely calm water. We were able to fully
appreciate how beautiful this section of the Murray River
is. It's much wider than the section paddled on the Red

Cross Marathon, and is lined with huge cliffs that rise

100 m above the water. There are hundreds ofpelicans
and other water birds and as you paddle for hours without
seeing anyone else you feel as if you are the only boat on

the whole river.

After 63 km the town of Morgan was a very welcome
sight. We were given participation medals as we got out

of our boat and later at the presentation ceremony were

presented with our class medals by Mark Thornthwaite,
the man responsible for starting up the Red Cross Murray
Marathon.

Completing a race like this one gives you a sense of
achievement and satisfaction. While I won't be returning
next year (I plan to have a go at the Katherine N.T.
Marathon which is held on the same weekend), I'm sure

the challenge of the SA Murray 200, along with the

friendly atmosphere of the event, will see me lining up at

the start at Berri again in the future.

Kerryn Bonnet
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Having won the Melbourne Moomba Dragon Boat

Fegtiv.al in March of this year, the Crown Men's Dragon

Boat Team, of which I was the coach, decided to accept

an inviration to compete in Hong Kong at the Sai Kun

festiv;i'liand later on in Guangzhou (Canton).

worried myself as the waves were bigger than I had

expected. The session was very light, mainly to get the

feel of the boat; by now I had decided to let George

Marney sweep and I would drum. Maggie Gare was quite

happy to stand aside as drummer after seeing the waves.

At the captain's meeting that evening, we were told that

there would be two competitions running concurrently,

the international teams' event and the overall competition:

the latter consistiilg -oJ the three top international teams

ra,ging lgainst thP top ffi,local teams.

even stronger than before. We now had members from

Fairfield, Ivanhoe, Footscray and Geelong. Of the 22

members, l8 were paddlers that compete at VCA races.

our way down to the course for training. The race was [G, 
':l

be on the sea and the distance 640 m: head on from a

marker out at sea and straight into the beach. Although

the team said that things were cool, I could see that they

were apprehensive about the waves; in fact I was a bit

we lined,upin the following way.l

Macau Italy Philippines Australia Japan Malaysia

Pontoon start aod we were in thb starter's hands.--siren

line...bang, it was over, my voice was hoarse, the deci-

sion: Philippines by one second. We re-grouped back at

ouf tenl all satisfied that we had done our best; we would

together. Siren - we were oif! !! A perfect start. As I
:i:,looked left the Philippines were out of sight, tc my right

were the local firemen cre\&" but we were at least two full

fnitippineFfiitippine 
l;,.q.lsprinf':foi 

rrome was

on. I cal . , ,sprin(ed for the

\o



estuary. We arrived in Guangzhou at about 12:30 p.m. and,

after the normal customs formalities, booked into our hotel

rooms, had a true Chinese banquet for lunch and an hour or

so later were off to train. A 20-minute bus ride took us to

where the boats were moored.

The Pearl River is a very busy river full of boats, barges,

ferries and hydrofoils, and is more than 400 m wide. The

waves were even bigger than in Sai Kun. The crew boarded

the dragon boat and after manoeuvring through rocks and a

concrete wall, we were out in open water. Within 100 m,

we started to fill with water. I stopped the boat alongside a

sampan, and asked a Chinese man for some bailing equip-
ment. We needed no Chinese to express what we required.

I ordered four big boys off the boat and we did only one

lap before returning to base. We decided to go out again

straight away but with only l8 paddlers. We stayed afloat
for quite a while, but in the end the boat sank and the

police launch had to rescue us. The organisers assured me

that on race day, the course would be calm as they would

close off the river to all traffic.

On the way back-to the hotel, I could see the concerned

look on the faces of the crew. Everybody was thinking, he

has got to drop 4 paddlers from the crew, is it going to be

me? I hate making these decisions, but senior crew
members came up and said, 'Joe, we understand, but you

have to make the decision.' After an agonising night, I
made my decision, but I told the crew that I would inform
them later in the morning when the river was closed.

At 11 a.m. the river was closed to all traffic. The only
traffic allowed was the procession of the traditional dragon

boats, each paddled by more than 75 paddlers. Yes, 75

paddlers!!! An amazing spectacle when you see 8 of these

boats racing alongside one another.

The organizers informed us the race distance was 950 m

and not a mere 640 m. 'No worries,' said the boys, 'the

longer the better.' Lanes and boat numbers were drawn by

ballot and we managed a lane in the centre of the river. OK
if you are going downstream, but the race was upstream

and the current was extremely strong. We were told that

the local crew drawn in our heat was of average standard.

Lucky us!

We lined up in our lane...the siren screeched...'Go!' We

were away, another good start.50...100...200 m...We
managed to hold off the other crews. The Guangzhou

workers crew was creeping up, 600 m on and Guangzhou

was starting to pull away. I called the crew up, the boat

responded, and so did the Guangzhou workers. 700 m
gone, 200 m to go, it seemed like 500 m. Guangzhou won

by one and a half lengths. We went back to the camp

disappointed. We were told that Guangzhou was the
previous year's Hong Kong champion, which made us feel
a little better. We were now eligible for the second-
placegetters final. Again we lined up...siren...'Go!' Good
start, the boat felt more in control. The expressions on the

crew's faces showed determination and the will to win.

300 m on and we were a half a length in front of our
nearest rivals, the yellow team. 400 m, the yellow team

started to move up. I controlled myself, I said only 'Keep it
long'.500 m, the yellow pulled up level with us, I still
controlled myself and kept the crew rating the same. I
called up for power but not rating, the crew responded, we

started to pull away again. By 650 m, the yellow had spent

all their fuel and I called up just to make sure we stayed in
front. Bang! It was over. We had won by 3 lengths. The

team was in a state of utter exhaustion. My voice was

gone.

We took a long and slow paddle back to the boarding
pontoon and absorbed all the glory that a hundred thousand

people can bestow on you. Long slow paddle back, wave

and absorb the glory; that is what dragon boat racing is

about in Asia. This win made us the second fastest team of
the day and gave us another trophy. We became the crowd

favourite as we walked back along the river bank to our
hotel, in our hot-pink racing singlets. With the likes of
David Bellette and Tom George towering over everybody

else, we were a spectacle. The boys are ready to do it
again, if anyone is interested, see me, Joe Alia.

Joe Alia

1



QCs KOd at TN

Do you think you are smart? Do you have a liking for
literature, politics, history, the origin of words and the use

of language? Do you have a flair for science or tech-

nology, or for art? Are you over 30? If so don't go to the

trivia night.

Are you under 30? Do you watch daytime TV? Is your

knowledge of music confined to the last 5 years? Are you
into pop and nothing else? Yes, the trivia night is for you.

I had been on Tony Payne's table last year. Tony said I
misbehaved by besieging the quizmaster for ambiguous

questions . Tony gave me the sack. This year in an attempt

to protect the man at the mike, the questions were derived
by Kerryn Bonnet (rymes with Monet, not sonnet). With a

name of such style you would have hoped for some decent
posers.

So I got together my own table with everyone handpicked

to cover every reasonable field. We had experts on royalty

- British and other - but there were no questions. Experts

on general history - no questions. We also had a science

man (no questions). Our Aussie rules expert, a women,

was not called upon. Our arts expert was asked one. Our
etymologists got one. The music man (classics, opera,
jazz) - not used. Literature man twiddled his thumbs.

The one question on arts concerned Mona Lisa's
eyebrows or lack of them. There was only one question

on events before this century (when did the Stawell Gift
begin) and only one question on words (does Adobe

mean clay bricks?). Australian history included the order

in which KFC, Mac's, andPizzaHut began here.

The questions were ageist. In the advertisement category

was there anything about 'be thrifty, be dressy, be

clothed by...' (Fred Hesse), or 'it is indeed a lovely shirt
sir'? No, nothing on where the little man taps, taps, taps

on the window.

Next year I'll have a different quiz team. No one over
25. Must have no interest in ideas or world culture and

must reckon history is bunk but not know who said it.

I suppose the same grumpy old man will be on hand to
complain again. Mind you the tucker was great and

everyone had fun, but those things aren't everything.

David Ross

Triol? Night Report

One of the ciub's regular and most successful social
gatherings is our annual trivia night. Again this year,

there were many laughs, lots of jokes, some shaking

and scratched foreheads, and some serious competition.
Numerous prizes, excellent organisation and support

and lots of fun - and our club made over S1000.

Particular thanks to our organising and decorating

teams for such a rewarding night - with special thanks

to David Bellette for again being our excellent
compdre, to Kerryn Bonnet for her tireless efforts
including preparing all the questions, and to Dorothy
James for co-ordinating the decoration of the hall.

Popular demand sees this function being held in 1996

again - ifyou haven't been before, look out for details

early next year. We promise you an excellent evening.

Margaret Buck

r Dorothy James, Kerryn Bonnet and Robin
Payne discuss the trivia night questions at

Shepparton



Bass Wakim, C1 paddler Or NerO? Bass claims that he likes to keep a low profile and this is

very true - up to a point that is! At the celebration party

Bass Wakim joined the Fairfield canoe club in 1g7g, two after the Canadian Dragon Boat Festival Bass decided that

..
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ut rt's not as Drg as
'airfield Canoe Club's Home Page on the internet is seen

far away as Texas. The following email came in

to FCC's link to the Muruay Marathon.

enjoyed reading about the little Australian quiche-eaters'

ace.250 miles is a good stretch of the legs, almost as

ong as the Texas Water Safari (260 miles). I'm absolutel

vinced that the Marathon is not as tough as the Safari.

've heard all of that Crocodile Dundee hype and I don't

lieve it for one minute. Nevertheless, I will give credit

Clint for being fast (must be a Texan in his family tree)

nd I am particuariy impressed by the fund-raising aspect

the Marathon.

asics of the Texas Water Safari:-

mile non-stop race from San Marcos, Texas to

ift Texas along the entire S3-mile San Marcos River,

lower part of the Guadelupe River and ending with an

mile crossing of San Antonio Bay. In earlier years

1963-1910, the race went up to 350 miles with the addi-

ional miles being along the Texas Gulf Coast.

race features rapids, dams, logjams, swamps, false-

ts, fire ants, alligators, poisonous snakes and humid

exas heat followed by chilling thunderstorms. This is a

inimal support race. The only assistance competitors

ay receive is watel and ice along the way. The race

gins the 2nd Saturday of each June and there is a 100-

time-limit. The record is 3l hours by a four-man

n 1992.

would like to exchange information on the Marathon and

afari. Please contact me at

iney @ access.texas.gov

Deviney

Texas Public Finance Authority, P.O. Box 12906,

itol Station, Austin, Texas 7871I, USA

TP POd with QC's allegations!
(or Truth is only one man's opinion)

Dear editor,

In response to the letter by David Ross found elsewhere

in this respected journal I feel it necessary to set the

record straight. When I read the accusation that I had

sacked David from the table of potential trivia cham-

pions I could only stare in disbelief! Or I could tell the

truth! In fact David chose, without pressure, to set up

his own 'elite' table because the other members of our

carefully selected 1994 table were just not up to his

incredibly high, but ancient, standard. He even had the

audacity to call two of our femhle members 'ninnies'

and questioned why one of our males even bothered

turning up. At least none of them called out the answer

to a question at the top of their voices because they

weren't paying attention.

It is obvious David's memory is a finely tuned
machine, particularly when it comes to data older than

Noah. However ask him a question of relevance to the

future generations and all of a sudden it's the rules that

need changing. Perhaps he should recall the old saying

(obviously too recent for David) 'United we stand,

divided we fall', because by splitting our'94 talent our

respective teams for this year staggered to equal 3rd.

If David has any sense at all he will eat humble pie and

come crawling back to where the real strength is. Mind
you if he behaves like he did in 1994 not only might he

find himself up on charges of contempt (or at least

harassment) but also may find himself at a table in the

corner on his own.

Tony Payne



Which QC was known to ring up the trivia
night quizmaster requesting certain types

of questions to suit his table?

Nick Richards who recently returned from England

has well and truly earnt the title of ironman after the

hotel laundry ironed his thermal top - there is a nice

It has been reported that Joe Alia will be running a2-slage eskimo

rolling course over the summer months. The first stage is the 180

degrees to the left, the second stage 180 degrees to the right.

Questions about Steve Beitz's senility were

recently proven when it was discovered he had

offered to lend his new Kevlar K2. At last report

the two recipients were still in shock!

Fairfield Time Trials

Try your hand at the FCC 10, 15 or l8
km time trials. Honesty rules apply - no

outside assistance. no stopping your
watch at the turns and no wash riding.

See the notice board for courses - and

record your times and class.

You may have noticed Nick Richards

and John Mackley's Kl and TKI chal-

lenges on the whiteboard in the club

recently. Don't worry about trying to

beat these times because a swab has

been called for on both paddlers.

Finally found a method for
quietening Dot, make her paddle

the full distance!

Sea-kayaking - any members keen to

form a Fairfield sub-group for sharing

sea-kayaking experiences contact Tony

Payne or Michael Loftus-Hills.

lnaugura! Fairfield Canoe Club 18 km handicap time trial - sort of

Lisa M. and lrene D. Tj<2

Christine and Andrew TK2

Steve Murphy and Joe Alia l<2

Tim Scott TK1

Ted Cambell TK1

MichaelLoftus-Hills TK1

Cecilia Digenis TK1

n/a Jason from lvanhoe K1 1.26
1.57+ Dave Belletle K1 1.31

1.25+ Robin Payne K1 1.34.04
1.39.20 Julie 'Power' Perriam TK1 1.37.42
1.4'l+ Tony Payne TK1 1.38.54
1.43.46 Trevor 10 km 1.14
2.OS Steve Beitz wd

.&1

. tr'*eg#

.n

Nick Richards and Lucy Mumm6 at Cobram
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Kerryn Bonnet flaps her paddle in an attempt
to fly out of her boat at Shepparton.

F{e-- C-l |\

Word Processing/
Desktop Publishing Services
For typing and/or designing of
resum6s, theses, promotional

material, anything! contact Elena

on 349 1211 (W) or 458 2242 (H)

How about contributing something to the next Fairfield Canoe Club newsletter?
We intend to produce four Fairfield Canoe Club newsletters a year.

Deadline for the next edition is:

November 1 for the December edition

So put down that paddle for five minutes and get writing!
We appreciate any contribution, however humble. More gossip please!

Contact: Kerryn Bonnet on (03) 601 2915 (BH), (03) 4991956 (AH)
or Hilary Royston on (03) 3491211 (BH), (O3) 3291679 (AH)

Submissions can be handwritten, but typed and/or on disk (PC or Mac) if possible. Disks will be returned.
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